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and i've tried the VLC Player, but It doesn't read it
jason____, and? i have to reboot. the ubuntu server wont
boot maybe reboot is needed to make it boot jason____,
you mean, the server wont boot after you reboot? no. the
server wont boot for no reason. it will boot if i dont try to
install anything it wont boot after install. but it wont boot

before install jason____, what about if you run sudo
service lightdm start from the server? lightdm:

unrecognized service that sounds like a generic linux error,
I'm not sure what it is. Can you boot into recovery mode?
the server is no longer on and i dont have any live cd's or
usb's jason____, you can boot ubuntu from grub? i don't
know how to do that i have never had to do that before

maybe i should install a livecd I'm sorry, its not something
I've ever had to do, but I guess there must be something in
the documentation somewhere. Does the bios give you the
option to boot from a usb? how would i do that? the bios is
reseted or rather, not set but the boot order at the moment i

can boot the optical drive jason____, what about if you
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press F12 when you boot i don't have an optical drive usb?
that should give you the boot menu, which option do you
see on the list? floppy? usb i have nothing to usb. all my

usb's are broken or i broke them
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